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Just past the midpoint of Database Health Monitor Month

As we cross the midpoint of July, it’s time to shift our focus onto the life force of our digital existence – our
databases! Being the founder of Database Health and Stedman Solutions, it brings me immense joy to pronounce
July as Database Health Monitor Month! This is our yearly chance to acknowledge our largely invisible data
protectors, and to plunge into the heart of our systems, rich with intricate data structures and complex relations.
The moment has arrived for us to scrutinize their well-being, tackle concealed issues, enhance performance, and
assure the smooth flow of our data arteries. Let’s make a pact this July to not just maintain our databases but to
keep them operating at their optimal potential!

This month celebrates the anniversary of Database Health Monitor, a project that I commenced in 2011. In honor
of this, I am offering a 25% discount on the licensing fee for the yearly subscription of Database Health Monitor.

As many of you understand, sustaining vigorous and optimally functioning databases is paramount for any
organization that leverages data to inform business strategies. And that’s exactly the mission that Database
Health Monitor was created with – to equip DBAs and IT professionals with a user-friendly tool that streamlines
the database monitoring process and aids them in swiftly identifying and mitigating potential issues.

With Database Health Monitor, you gain the ability to:

1. Monitor database performance and health in real-time
2. Identify and troubleshoot performance issues preemptively
3. Enhance database performance with intuitive recommendations
4. Monitor and report on crucial performance indicators (KPIs) for your databases
5. And much more

This month, enjoy a 25% discount on the Database Health Monitor Course, which includes licenses for 20 SQL
Server connections. Use the code “July25”, but remember it’s only valid for this month:

Code: July25

Here is a quick overview on the background of Database Health Monitor:
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If Database Health
Monitor is unfamiliar to you and you’d like to try it out, you can download it for free at http://DatabaseHealth.com.

And don’t forget about the 25% discount to ease your licensing fees:
Code: July25. However, make sure to act promptly as this offer is time-limited, so seize the opportunity before it
slips away.

Thank you for considering Database Health Monitor, and we’re eager to assist you in maintaining your databases
in excellent health and peak performance.

-Steve Stedman
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